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Ceraski (1903) �rst reported the elipsing nature of Z Draonis, onluding that it wasan Algol-type binary. Russell & Shapley (1914) analyzed the photoeletri observationsof Dugan (1912) and gave a rough estimate of a distane of 1000 light years for thesystem. No other published light urves sine that of Dugan appear to exist, althoughthe system's times of minimum have been reasonably well observed, as an be seen inthe O � C diagram given by Kreiner et al. (2001) based on available times of minimum.Struve (1947) measured radial veloities of the primary.Z Dra was observed with a 0.25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope and a Santa BarbaraInstrument Group ST-7XE CCD amera with BV RCIC �lters. Calibration (bias, dark,at) and aperture photometry were done with IRAF (Tody, 1993).Di�erential photometri observations were made on seven nights in the period 2005February to 2005 Marh. GSC 4396-1170 was used as the omparison star and GSC4396-0455 was the hek star. The Johnson B�V values, based on Tyho BT �VT valuestransformed aording to Bessell (2000), are 0:52 � 0:05 for the omparison star and0:80� 0:12 for the hek star. The Johnson B�V for the variable, again based on Tyhodata, is 0:45�0:06. The standard deviation for omparison minus hek observations was0.02 magnitudes in B and 0.01 magnitudes in V , RC and IC . The instrumental di�erentialmagnitudes for Z Dra are available from the IBVS web site as 5742-t2.txt (B), 5742-t3.txt(V ), 5742-t4.txt (RC) and 5742-t5.txt (IC).The new photometri data and the radial veloities of Struve (1947) were analyzedsimultaneously with the PHOEBE program (Pr�sa & Zwitter, 2005 ) whih uses the mostreent release of the 2003 version the Wilson{Devinney program (WD;Wilson & Devinney,1971; Wilson, 1979). WD's mode 5 was employed, as appropriate for Algol-type binaries.The gravity darkening exponents were �xed at 0.32 and the bolometri albedos were set to0.5 for both stars. The logarithmi limb darkening law was used with oeÆients from VanHamme (1993).The mean e�etive temperature of of the primary was initially set equalto 8083 K based on the A5 spetral type given by Struve (1947) and the alibrationsof Flower (1996). The reader should note that the temperatures are not aurate to1 K as this �gure might imply but are unertain by approximately 200 K. The resultingmass and radius of the primary were 1.49 M� and 1.49 R�, values that are signi�antlylower than expeted for an A5 V star and more in line with an F4 V star, whih is thelassi�ation given in the GCVS. The Tyho and 2MASS olors of the system are also inbetter agreement with the later spetral type, so another solution assuming T1 = 6725 K
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was performed and the results are presented in Table 1. The derived value for the timederivative of the orbital period ( _P ) was adjusted to allow for a period di�erene over thenearly six deades of time between the photometri and spetrosopi observations. TheO � C diagram of times of minimum (Kreiner et al., 2001) shows omplex behavior sothe derived value of _P is useful only as an indiator of the long-term trend of the periodhanges.Knowing the magnitude di�erenes in B and V between the two omponents fromthe light urve solution, we an ompute the intrinsi B � V of the system assuming theintrinsi B�V of the primary (viz. Terrell et al., 2005). An F4 star should have a B�Vvalue of about 0.40. The resulting B�V of the binary is 0.45, in exellent agreement withthe observed value, so the interstellar reddening toward Z Dra is small. The estimateddistane to the system is 312�28 p, onsistent with the value of 236�80 p determinedby Hipparos.Table 1. Parameters for the light/veloity urve Sslution with T1 = 6725 KParameter Value Std. errorya 6.38 R� 0.06 R�V �31:3 km se�1 0.3 km se�1i 87:Æ00 0:Æ09T2 4149 K 12 Kq 0.294 0.002
1 4.64 0.02HJD0 2453430.71662 0.00009P 1:d3574179 0:d000007_P �1:7� 10�9 6:5� 10�11L1=(L1 + L2)B 0.958 0.002L1=(L1 + L2)V 0.912 0.002L1=(L1 + L2)RC 0.866 0.003L1=(L1 + L2)IC 0.820 0.003M1 1.47 M� 0.04 M�M2 0.43 M� 0.01 M�R1 1.48 R� 0.01 R�R2 1.78 R� 0.02 R�y Formal errors from the di�erential orretions solution

All of the light urves show a slightly elevated light level ompared to the theoretialurves before the ingress of the seondary elipse. The mean light urve of Dugan (1912),gathered over approximately 3.5 years, appears to show the same asymmetry, perhapsindiating that this is a persistent feature. The �t to the seondary elipse in the Blight urve is poor and the �t to both elipses in the IC urve is also poor. The IClight urve shows a strong asymmetry between the two maxima. The portion of the lighturve between phases 0.6 and 0.9 is notieably atter than that between phases 0.1 and0.4. Some attempts at �tting a variety of single hot and ool spots were made but noneappeared to satisfatorily �t the asymmetries of all the light urves, indiating that asingle spot model is insuÆient.A high-resolution spetrosopi study of the system is sorely needed. Sine the elipsesare partial, the photometri mass ratio is questionable (viz. Terrell & Wilson, 2005)thus making this a preliminary solution. Measurement of the radial veloities of the
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Figure 1. BV RCIC light urves of Z Dra and the �ts from the Wilson{Devinney solution. The urveshave been shifted vertially for larity.
seondary is ruial to alleviating the onern about the mass ratio. Further photometriobservations would reveal any temporal variability of the light urve asymmetries.This work was supported by funding from the Amerian Astronomial Soiety's SmallResearh Grants Program.
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